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a b s t r a c t 

The rapid development of the Internet of Things (IoT) and Intelligent and Connected Transportation Sys- 

tems (ICTS) are making our city smarter and greener. For large cities with millions of population, their 

public transit systems are of great significance to mitigating the road congestion along with reducing 

the emission of greenhouse gases. One critical problem transit authorities encounter is that they can not 

clearly understand the actual behavioral preference and travel demand of their passengers, worse even, 

nowadays, the passively collected data from IoT devices do not guarantee the integrity of information and 

make it more difficult. To address these problems, in this research, we first propose a novel framework 

to derive passengers’ closed transit chains along with their home and work locations from incomplete 

travel records using an information enrichment and probabilistic inference approach. We then leverage 

both evaluation and volunteers’ records to evaluate the usability and theoretical boundaries of our meth- 

ods. We finally apply our proposed framework to mine a series of useful information about the city and 

behavioral preferences of our passengers. Our proposed methods are applicable to mining individuals’ 

behavioral patterns from sparsely collected crowdsourcing data in future. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

The rapid progress of urbanization has led to a series of 

problems to the expanding cities around the world, including air 

pollution, traffic congestion and lack of parking places and so on. 

Studies have revealed that many of these problems are caused 

by the outbreak growth of private vehicles used by residents [1] . 

Therefore, one solution to these problems is to promote the devel- 

opment of green transportation which provides better guidance to 

drivers in order to shorten the amount of driving time [2] , mean- 

while, public transportation system should be developed simulta- 

neously thereby eliminating the need for driving private cars [3] . 

For city authorities, to design and optimize its public trans- 

portation system is a challenging task since passengers’ actual 

commuting patterns are difficult to estimate. For a long time, re- 

searchers and policy makers have been using manual surveys or 

interviews to collect information from residents along with public 

transit passengers thereby specifying the rough demand and pat- 

tern of their reachability [4] . Although such actions can provide 

various types of information on individuals, they inevitably involve 
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lots of human participation, thus are often in small scale due to the 

high cost. To increase the coverage of passenger mobility pattern 

analysis, the huge amount transaction records of passengers have 

come into the scope of researchers as in other data driven urban 

computing applications [5] . The decent amount of transactional 

records do provide the smallest grained of information on each 

rider and can be aggregated to provide macroscopic overviews of 

the public transportation systems. However, these approaches suf- 

fer from the two major problems: i) public transit network is an 

open system and bus-riders can transfer to other means such as 

taxis or public bicycle at any time and therefore the transit de- 

mands of passengers may be incomplete. ii) latent features (Home 

location, destination distribution or transfer preferences, activity 

patterns and etc.) of passengers are not directly recorded in trans- 

actional data and therefore many efforts are still in demand to de- 

rive useful information. 

To convert raw transaction records into passengers’ trajectories, 

data enrichment methods use geographical constraints and transit 

systems’ structural information along with several fundamental 

assumptions on bus riders’ behaviors thereby compensating the 

missing information in the database. A typical use case is inferring 

complete trajectories of passengers from incomplete transaction 

records which are caused by either data loss or specific data 

collection mechanisms(e.g., the Tap-in only policy). 
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To further expand the potential of transactional information, 

data modeling develops black box models from historical data or 

preliminary experiences to supplement latent information of bus 

riders. In many scenarios, its procedure can be regarded as a super- 

vised learning approach and used to investigate the characteristic 

of residents further. 

The above approaches rely solely on the assumption that data 

from transaction records should contain the complete trajectories 

of passengers while this is not possible in many cities of China 

while transit operators’ data collection system could only pro- 

vide part of bus riders’ mobility data. Thus, traditional data anal- 

ysis methods are no longer applicable. This problem also exists in 

crowdsourcing data analysis on residents’ mobility pattern towards 

smart cities. 

To address the problem caused by data incompleteness, in this 

paper, we proposed a novel data mining and enrichment approach 

to derive urban transit passengers’ traveling patterns from incom- 

plete information. It should be highlighted that our approach takes 

into account the incompleteness of passengers’ bus ride records. 

We develop an advanced data enrichment method to mine the 

rigid demands of passengers and provide several insights into the 

transit system of our target city (Zhuhai, China). We hope that our 

research can provide a use case for crowdsourcing data analysis in 

smart cities. 

The major contributions of our work are highlighted as below: 

a. We leveraged data argumentation method along with enhanced 

Deep First Search algorithm to derive the major Closed Transit 

Chains (CTC) of bus riders from incomplete bus ride records. 

b. We provided a method to derive the home and work locations 

of transit passengers and then used along with closed transit 

chains of passengers to derive meaningful insights. 

c. We conducted an extensive study on the latent behavioral pref- 

erence along with commuting patterns of transit passengers 

from different granularity and derived a series of useful infor- 

mation. For instance, transit passengers living in suburban ar- 

eas have more complicated transit demands than those live in 

urbanized areas. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 re- 

views the related work and Section 3 provides brief information on 

our data source. Section 4 formulates the problem and introduces 

our mathematical models and algorithms. The theoretical evalua- 

tion results and real-word use cases are reported in Sections 5 and 

6 respectively, followed by a conclusions and future research direc- 

tions in Section 7 . 

2. Related works 

For a long time, transit operators and researchers are in- 

terested in passengers’ travel demands, preferences along with 

their perception of transit services. Data in [6] were collected 

from 150 onboard vehicle passenger surveys conducted by public 

transportation agencies from 20 0 0 through 20 05 in the USA. 

This report illustrated the demographics and travel behavior of 

public transit trips and the people who take those trips along 

with their income, preferences and occupation details; Research 

in [7] investigated the public attitude towards BRT services, as 

well as respondents perception of living near BRT stations in 

Beijing, it was found that the data identify that the majority of 

passengers are work-related commuters and use BRT more than 

once a day. Other evidence argued that the BRT has significantly 

improved the attractiveness of residential property along the BRT 

corridor; In [8–10] , survey data from bus rapid transit system 

were collected and the conceptualized relationship model was 

constructed to obtain relationships between passengers’ perceived 

value, satisfaction, involvement and service quality. 

The aforementioned case studies are made through manual 

investigations. They do provide meaningful insights into the 

internal connection on transit users’ commuting preferences and 

satisfaction rate along with the services provided by public transit 

operators. However, manual surveys can only access into a tiny 

proportion of bus riders, which means that we may result in some 

biased model owing to the unbalanced sampling criteria, thus, 

such paradigm is not suitable for deriving convincing models on 

large scale passengers’ travel patterns. 

The development of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) es- 

pecially for the Automated Fare Collection (AFC) and Automated 

Vehicle Location (AVL) system, has enabled the analysis of passen- 

gers’ travel pattern from the disaggregated level where each bus 

rider is identifiable from their Smart Card (SC) records [11] . How- 

ever, a great majority of transit operators’ database was not de- 

signed specially for transit analysis. A lot of data enrichment re- 

searches have been conducted to increase the data usability. Those 

enrichment approaches reconstruct each passengers’ itinerary and 

provide foundations for further analysis on transit users’ mobility 

pattern. 

In most cases, passengers’ boarding point can be obtained by 

using temporal and spatial matching of transaction records and 

bus vehicles’ geographical trajectories. Nevertheless, when spatial 

reference information is not available, statistical inference meth- 

ods are needed; In [12] , the authors provided a Hidden Makov 

and Bayesian probabilistic inferring algorithm to identify passen- 

gers boarding points. The test results proved that 70% of board- 

ing points mined by their approach were within 3 or 4 stations 

distance of error; In [13] , an algorithm using average speed (for 

each run) and the distance between stations to judge passengers 

boarding points was provided, experimental results indicated that 

the error rate is less than 20%; In [14] , the authors provided a 

method to leverage signal processing techniques and evolutionary 

algorithms to rectify the time discrepancy which exists within the 

AFC and AVL system to provide the accurate estimation of passen- 

gers’ boarding stations. Boarding information only provides half of 

users trajectories, to derive the alighting point of passengers, Au- 

thors in [15] implemented the trip-chaining methodology to in- 

fer each bus passengers alighting location. The origin and desti- 

nation inference results were then compared with manual survey 

data and proved the feasibility of this approach; In [16] , a data- 

driven platform was developed to meet the demand of transit per- 

formance analysis. In their system, similar approaches as given in 

[15] were applied to obtain complete trajectories of passengers. 

To verify the usability of such data compensation method, in 

[17] , the authors reported on the implementation and validation of 

the existing OCD estimation method using the smart card dataset 

of the South-East Queensland public transport network which in- 

cludes data on both boarding stops and alighting stops. The eval- 

uation showed that traditional transit chain methods provided in 

[15] could reach an accuracy of 66.1% and the last destination as- 

sumption of the trip-chaining method has a significant negative 

impact on the matching results. Further tests also revealed that 

their enhanced method could increase the accuracy rate to 72.5%; 

Research in [18] also provided evidence that using transit chain 

based methods to derive the destination or alighting point of pas- 

sengers has a validity rate of at least 60%. In [19] , an enhanced 

method is applied to identify passengers’ transfer and destination 

activity in the multi-modal transit system of London; their re- 

sults proved that smart card data mining approaches could provide 

promising results which are comparable to manual surveys. 

By using enriched data, the transit system and passengers can 

be analyzed from various aspects. For aggregated analysis of transit 

system, authors in [20] provided a clustering algorithm on the ag- 

gregated passenger flow of metro station in Beijing. This research 

revealed the functionalities of different metro stations used by pas- 
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